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Description
Draw Like an Artist: 100 Buildings & Architectural Forms is a contemporary, step-by-step visual reference that shows how to draw a wide array of
architectural structures and their details. Each set of illustrations guides readers from beginning sketch lines to a finished drawing for 100
residential, commercial, historic, and cultural buildings, bridges, towers, and other structures from all over the world and from ancient to modern,
shown from a variety of perspectives and scales and presented in a clear, timeless style. This is an ideal reference for student and aspiring
architects, artists and illustrators, and urban sketchers – anyone who's interested in learning how to draw these architecturally and culturally
significant forms.

About the Author
David Drazil is an architect who loves to sketch. Every day he shares his passion for the visual representation of architecture through drawings
and tips on his website SketchLikeAnArchitect.com and on his popular Instagram account @david_drazil. Through creating educational resources
on architectural sketching, David is focused on helping other architects, designers, and hobby sketchers to use sketching as a tool to improve their
design process and presentation. A trained architect with international experience, David holds a BSc in Architecture and Building Engineering
from Czech Technical University in Prague and an MSc in Architecture and Design from Aalborg University in Aalborg. He also collaborates as a
featured artist with the iPad sketching apps Morpholio and ShadowDraw. He lives in Prague, Czech Republic.
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